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WELCOME

Welcome to the 12th Annual St Paul Summer Beer Fest, a celebra-
tion that is dedicated to craft breweries and their beer. With 40+craft 
breweries represented, and hundreds of beers to sample, this is one 
of Minnesota’s longest running beer festivals dedicated to craft beer.

Explore and immerse yourself in each of the wonderful offerings 
from craft breweries here in Minnesota as well as across the nation.

This talented and diverse selection of beers should be enjoyed 
responsibly. Please remember to pace yourself and drink plenty of 
water. We want this to be a fun and informative beer experience 
while also being safe. 

Please do not drink and drive. Cabs are available!

Use this program as a guide to all of the wonderful craft beer being 
offered. Inside you’ll find descriptions of breweries, a section for tast-
ing notes, and a brewery map. Don’t forget to vote for the People’s 
Choice Award for your favorite beer at the fest. A ballot can be found 
in the back of your program and at the hospitality booth at the en-
trance, please submit forms by 4:00 pm.

Proceeds from the Silent Auction go to the YMCA Midway. Please 
stop by the Silent Auction and make a bid on one of the fabulous 
items and help out the YMCA Midway..

Thanks goes out to all of the wonderful people that make this craft 
beer festival possible. All of the breweries, distributors, vendors, our 
volunteers, sponsors, MN State Fairgrounds, our friends and families, 
and to all of you passionate beer lovers.

Cheers to Better Beers!

Juno Choi & Mark Opdahl

St. Paul Summer Beer Fest Organizers
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MUSIC

VIP HOUR

1:05 – 2:00 pm 
Johnson Brothers

GENERAL ADMISSION

2:05 – 3:30 pm  
Gentleman Speaker

3:30 – 5:00 pm 
Mark Joseph and 
the American Soul
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TASTING BEER

Tasting beer can be very rewarding. As you encounter new styles or brands it 
helps to know what to look for in a new beer as well as how to evaluate it. Take 
your time and work through the aspects of each beer, one by one.

Appearance: How does it look? Examine the appearance of the beer itself. Hold 
the glass up to the light and examine the color, clarity, and head. Is it clear or 
cloudy? Note whether the head is dense or thin. The color of the head is also 
worth noting and can range from pure white on Pilsners to light or medium 
brown on some stouts and porters. 

Aroma: Take your time with the aroma. Bring it to your nose and inhale. Try 
to take several good sniffs before you take your first sip. If you’re taking notes, 
stop to write your impressions before the first sip distracts you. What does it 
smell like? Does it smell primarily of hops, malt, yeast, or something else?

First Sip: Note the initial sensation as the beer enters your mouth. Think about 
whether it is sweet, bitter, fruity, sour or something else. There can be quite a bit 
of difference between the first taste and the finish.

Mouthfeel: This is the texture of the beer or how it physically feels in your 
mouth. Beer ranges from silky, dry stouts, to thick and chewy. Try to note the 
body, carbonation, warmth, creaminess, and astringency.

Finish: Note the lingering flavors after you swallow the drink. Often it can be 
bitter from the hops or it can have a lingering malty sweetness. Stop before your 
next drink and try to write down everything you just detected. Try to confirm it 
with your second drink or see if you need to rethink your conclusions. 

Styles: There is a lot of variation from one beer to the next with regards to style. 
Some beers are brewed with style in mind and others are not. Styles can be used 
as a learning tool to look at historical brewing norms and to help understand 
where certain characteristics of beer come from. The Beer Judge Certification 
Program Style Guidelines and the Brewers Association Beer Style Guidelines are 
two great sources of information to learn more about beer styles.
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BOOTH 

 33  Able Seedhouse + Brewery  
 1121 Quincy St NE 55413 — ablebeer.com

 � Ol’ Trusty “What’s your lightest beer?” 
We have all been asked that question countless times, now we have the 
answer. This beer is brewed to be super light, crazy refreshing, and crush-
able. Unlike some light beers, Ol’ Trusty is 100% barley malt and no fillers. 
It’s got just a sprinkle of hops for a light fruitiness, and there’s really nothing 
crazy about it. What else can we say? It’s just good old fashioned, drinkable 
beer. If you like beer, you’ll like this.

 � Hidden Peach Hazy IPA featuring Zythos, Sabro, and Wai-iti hops

BOOTH 

 26  Angry Orchard 
 2241 Albany Post Rd, Walden, NY 12586 — angryorchard.com

 � Peach Mango Hard Cider 5.0% ABV - The crisp, fresh apple flavor you ex-
pect from Angry Orchard, combined with the ripe, vibrant flavors from peach-
es and mangos. Angry Orchard Peach Mango is balanced, slightly sweet, juicy, 
and has a refreshing finish!”

 � Strawberry Hard Cider 5.0% ABV - The crisp, fresh apple flavor you expect 
from Angry Orchard, combined with the ripe, vibrant flavors from strawber-
ries. Angry Orchard Strawberry is balanced, slightly sweet, juicy and has a 
refreshing finish!

 � Crisp Apple Cider 5.0% ABV - Bright, crisp apple flavor, just like biting into 
a fresh apple. It is a perfect balance of sweetness and bright acidity from 
culinary apples and dryness of traditional cider making apples, resulting in a 
complex, yet refreshing hard cider. 

 � Unfiltered Hard Cider 6.0% ABV - Crisp Apple Unfiltered is an homage to 
traditional American Cider with a natural mouthfeel and a less sweet, fresh ap-
ple taste. It is made with bittersweet apples, the gold standard in cider making.
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BOOTH 

 37  Arbeiter Brewing Company 
 “3038 Minnehaha Ave. Minneapolis, MN 55406” — arbeiterbrewing.com/

 � Haha Pils This pilsener slaps so hard, it’ll make you laugh. Haha Pils is our 
flagship pilsener. Haha Pils is the cleaner and more hop-forward pale lager 
you’ve been looking for. 5.3% ABV

 � Arbeiter Lime Our special summer version of Arbeiter with Lime! A beer 
for the people! A beer designed for those who are looking for just “beer”, as 
well as those looking for a palate refresher in-between hop, sweet, or sour 
bombs. It’s light and balanced, with a restrained cracker-like malt profile, a 
hint of noble hop character, and lime, of course! 5.5% ABV

 � Lemon Acid Factory Our Lemon version of Acid Factory, our series of fruit-
ed kettle sour beers.The base for this version of Acid Factory was inspired 
by a traditional Berliner Weisse. Highly effervescent, lightly tart, and bursting 
with flavor of lemon. It’s Lemon AF!! 6.0% ABV

 � CriHazy IPA This beer is the result when a big hazy IPA get fermented with 
a crispy lager yeast. The nose is a menagerie of old and new school hops 
aromas including tropical notes of kiwi and mango, strawberry, and some 
resinous pine. 7.8% ABV

BOOTH 

 4  August Schell Brewing Co. 
 1860 Schell Road — schellsbrewery.com

 � Schell’s Local Twist Local Twist is a light, citrus wheat beer with refreshing 
grapefruit and orange flavors, and only 98 calories. Say hi to lo-cal! With only 
3.8g of carbs and a 3.9% ABV, you’ll want to be sipping it all day long. Trust 
us, it’s your new main squeeze!

 � Schell’s Sangria Schell’s Sangria is refreshingly sweet and full of juicy 
citrus flavor. These tropical vibes will transport you to a new relaxation 
destination. So, grab your can, find the nearest hammock, and enter vaca-
tion mode. 4.7% ABV

 � Grain Belt Nicebreaker’s Hard Seltzer’s 100 calories, 1 g Carb, Zero 
Sugars, 5.0% ABV Hard Selter’s featuring Juniper Lime, Pinneapple/Mango, 
Prickly Pear Guava, and Raspberry Flavors

 � Schell’s Cream Ale Our Cream Ale is lighter bodied with a subtle creami-
ness, leaving you with that smooth finish many of our other beers have. 
Every sip is mild and refreshing, yet full of flavor, just the way a Cream Ale 
should be! 4.7% ABV

 � Grain Belt Elite When the going gets thirsty, the thirsty get going over to 
the beer cooler to grab Grain Belt Elite Super Premium Light. With only 94 
calories, 2.8g carbs and 4.2% ABV, it’s the crisp, clean and lean taste of 
winning. At life.
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BOOTH 

 15  Beaver Island Brewing Co. 
 216 6th Ave S, St Cloud, MN 56301. — beaverislandbrew.com

 � Tangerine Wheat A crisp, refreshing American Wheat with a spike of tan-
gerine. Perfect for those warm weather days. It’s like sunshine in a glass!

 � Blueberry Ripple This fresh, German-inspired ale has a golden color with a 
cracker-like malt profile. Couple that with the perfect balance of floral/spicy 
German hops from St. Cloud’s sister city Spalt, Germany and we believe we 
created the perfect session beer with a crisp, refreshing finish. Prost!

 � Mango Cream A flavorful throwback to the good ol’ days of summer. Mango 
Cream offers a refreshing and tropical twist on the classic Cream Ale style.

BOOTH 

 24  Bent Brewstillery 
 1744 Terrace Drive Roseville, MN 55113 — bentbrewstillery.com

 � Ghost Face Fatha  Ghost Pepper Infused Barrel Aged Stout

 � Nordic Blonde  Blonde Amber Ale

 � Temporal Sunshine (New)  Hazy Sunshine 

 � Glitch in the Matrix (NEW)  Double Dry Hopped Double IPA

BOOTH 

 22  Broken Clock Brewing Cooperative 
  3134 California St. NE #122 Minneapolis, MN 55418 — brokenclockbrew.com

 � TBD 

 � TBD 

 � TBD 

 � TBD 
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BOOTH 

 27  Dogfish Head Craft Brewery 
  6 Cannery Village Center Milton, DE 19968 — dogfish.com

 � Lemon Quest (N/A) Born at the crossroad of exploration and goodness, 
Lemon Quest is an off-centered alternative that brings all the flavor you’ve 
come to know and love from Dogfish Head … with none of the alcohol. 
That’s right, our latest journey has crafted a non-alcoholic brew that calls to 
beer lovers and adventure seekers alike!

 � SeaQuench Ale 4.9% ABV, 10 IBUs - Objectively the most refreshing beer 
we’ve ever brewed, SeaQuench Ale is a session sour mash-up of a crisp 
Kölsch, a salty Gose and a tart Berliner Weiss brewed in sequence with 
black limes, sour lime juice and sea salt. The result? A citrusy-tart union 
that has captured the attention and hearts of beer, wine and margarita 
drinkers alike!

 � Slightly Mighty Lo-Cal 4.0% ABV, 40 IBUs - A hazy gold lo-cal IPA that 
throws tropical notes of pineapple, coconut, mango and citrus, all while 
delivering an aromatic hoppiness that makes it oh-so drinkable. Slightly 
Mighty is dynamic and crisp with a refreshing hop profile, and clocks in 
with only 95 calories, 3.6g carbs, 1g protein and 0g fat per 12oz serving.

 � Hazy-O! IPA  7.1% ABV, 45 IBUs - Brewed with truckloads of oats and 
wheat for a full body, Hazy-O! is then liberally dry-hopped to deliver juicy 
tropical notes of citrus, mango and pineapple! But the real star is our secret 
ingredient ... oats! This Hazy IPA uses four (yes, four!) types of oats. And 
you might be thinking, “”why so many oats?”” Each does something a little 
different for your sipping experience... 
*Malted oats contribute a dreamy cloudiness. 
*Rolled oats create a silky mouthfeel. 
*Naked oats give a nice toasted and nutty flavor. 
*And oat milk, oh the oat milk! The pièce de ré·sis·tance of this glorious IPA 
provides an amplified haze and mouthfeel. 
This foundation of four oat formats creates a target, allowing the beer’s 
bright and juicy hops to hit the flavorful bullseye. Smooth and refreshing, 
Hazy-O! drinks like a 5% ABV sipper, even thought it’s a 7.1% ABV 
powerhjouse!
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BOOTH 

 21  Dual Citizen Brewing Co. 
 725 Raymond Ave, Saint Paul, MN, 55114 — www.dcbc.com

 � Juice Tiger A refreshingly tart sour loaded with Mango, Peaches and Lime. 
Sweetness from peaches with a soft mango addition and ends with a kick of 
tartness from the Lime. A summer thirst quencher perfect for tropical days 
under the sun. 

 � Good Good A Hazy Oat IPA. Aromas of Citrus, Tropical Fruit, Hawai-
ian Punch, and slight Melon. Hopped with Amarillo, Citra, and Macki-
nac. 6% abv 32 IBUs

 � Hola Beaches A NE IPA. Aromas of Coconut, Banana, Tropical and Citrus 
fruits. Soft on the palate with lots of pillowy hoppiness. Finishes slightly 
sweet. 6% abv 67 IBUs

BOOTH 

 38  Excelsior Brewing Company 
 421 3rd Street, Excelsior, MN 55331 — excelsiorbrew.com

 � Bid Island Blond Ale Crafted with a careful balance of malt & hops, this 
smooth, biscuity blond ale represents everything there is to love about 
craft beer. 5.5% ABV

 � Hop Waves Juicy IPA Intensly hopped to provide the juicy hop flavors of 
tangerine, pineapple, ripe melon and honey. 6.2% ABV

 � Open Bow Unfiltered Pils Wonderfully refreshing, with a pillowy bready 
malt character accented by spicy hop notes. 4.6% ABV

 � Sunburn Cherry Wheat Sunburn is a cherry hefeweizen with aromas of light 
spice and banana. 4.5% ABV

BOOTH 

 5  Falling Knife Brewing Company 
 “783 Harding Street NE #100 Minneapolis, MN 55413” — allingknife.beer/

 � Verbal Tip Hazy IPA

 � Hidden Temple Hazy IPA

 � Sunstorm Tropical Sour
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BOOTH 

 42  Firestone Walker Brewing Company 
 “1400 Ramada Dr. Paso Robles, CA 93446” — www.firestonebeer.com/

 � Mind Haze IPA  JUICY. HAZY. TROPICAL. 
From the coast of California comes Mind Haze, a free-spirited beer made to 
elevate your perceptions—juicy, fresh and loaded with an imaginative array 
of tropical hop flavors. 
6.2% ABV - 40 IBU

 � Mind Haze Double IPA HAZY DOUBLE IPA 
Our juiciest, fruitiest and haziest IPA ever. An explosion of trop-
ical hop flavor. 
8.3% ABV - 35 IBU

 � Flyjack Hazy IPA CITRUS. HAZY. CRISP 
Everything you want from a hazy IPA with nothing to weigh you down. This 
is Flyjack, Firestone Walker’s 96-calorie beer. Maximum flavor, minimal 
calories, no compromises. 
4% ABV - 25 IBU

 � Union Jack West Coast Style IPA LOUD & PROUD 
Huge flavor that packs a punch. This is Union Jack—an icon of the West 
Coast IPA style, for those who like their beer loud and proud. 
7% ABV - 60 IBU

 � Nitro Merlin Milk Stout SMOOTH & CREAMY 
Just pour as directed, behold the wizardry and enjoy the mindblowing 
mouthful that we call Nitro Merlin Milk Stout. 
5.5% - 27 IBU 

BOOTH 

 13  Fulton Brewing. 
 2540 2nd st NE Mpls MN 55418 — fultonbeer.com

 � Lonely Blonde Ale German hops, American malt, and—you know what? 
Don’t worry about the details, we already handled it. All you need to do is sit 
back and enjoy Minnesota’s favorite Blonde Ale. 4.8% ABV Cheers!

 � 300 Mosaic IPA Originally brewed to celebrate our 300th batch of beer. 
Built on a base of Pilsner malt and heavily hopped with Mosaic, one of our 
favorites. 74 IBU and 7% ABV, 300 is pure hop candy.

 � Chill City Chugger A beer that tastes like...wait for it... 
...beer. 4% ABV

 � Blood Orange Hard Seltzer For all those times when you’re looking for 
something that’s cold, crisp, light and a totally refreshing fruit-filled flavor 
explosion. Voted Minnesota’s best Hard Seltzer by Growler Magazine in 
2019.  OH! One more thing, it’s gluten free! 5% ABV

 � Lemonade Hard Seltzer Exactly as stated...it’s a lemonade hard seltzer. 
Which means it tastes great at summer beer festivals. No stevia. 5% ABV 
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BOOTH 

 8  HeadFlyer Brewing  
 861 E Hennepin Ave, Minneapolis, MN 55414 — www.headflyerbrewing.com

 � DreamShake Super soft and creamy Milkshake IPA featuring loads of Sa-
bro, Citra, and El Dorado hops, as well as heaping amounts of fresh orange 
zest, vanilla beans, and milk sugars.

 � Hawaiian Sophie Like its namesake, the star of this Pale Ale may be hiding 
in the background. Bursting with fresh Pineapple, it finishes with smooth 
citrus hop flavor.

 � Wicked Jump Shot This soft, hazy Pale Ale features loads of late addition 
Mosaic and Amarillo hops to produce plenty of juicy flavor, in a more ses-
sionable package.

BOOTH 

 29  High Pines Brewing Co  
 2704 Snelling Ave N — Highpinesbrewing.com

 � S.assy O.ld U.nicycle R.ider Berliner Weiss style ale

 � Ghost Duck Pale ale with papaya and strawberry

BOOTH 

 36  Humble Forager  
 1131 Uniek Dr Waunakee Wisconsin  — humbleforagerbrewery.com

 � Enchanted Island V2 9% ABV.  Jamaican me crazy inspired imperial Tiki 
sour ale w/ Passionfruit, orange, coconut, lime, cranberry, pomegran-
ate simple syrup, 

 � Humble Bumble v2 5% ABV Buzzed seltzer w/ Passion Fruit, pink dragon-
fruit, mango, hibiscus blossoms and Basswood honey.  

 � Coastal Sunshine Version 9 6% ABV Fruited smoothie sour w/ Passionfruit, 
orange and guava. 

 � Star gazing w/ 8th state 13% ABV Imperial Pastry stout w/ toasted coco-
nut, roasted hazelnuts, vanilla beans and toffee. 

 � Elevated perspective 8% ABV double dry hopped triple oat imperial IPA w/ 
cashmere, mosaic and strata hops
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BOOTH 

 25  Jack Links Bloody Mary  
 4205 Heine Court Eagan MN 55122 — Jacklinksbloodymary.com/

 � Jack Links Mild Bloody Mary  Mild but Bold

 � Jack Links Dill Pickle Bloody Mary. Made with Real Dill Pickle Brine

 � Jack Links Signature Bloody Mary. Bold, Hearty, Savory

 � Jack Links Sweet and Hot Bloody Mary. Starts sweet and the 
heat builds slowly

BOOTH 

 18  Kinney Creek Brewery 
  1016 7th St NW Rochester, MN 55901 — www.kinneycreekbrewery.com

 � Sunny Days Blonde Ale An artfully crafted blend of orange peel, honey, 
coriander and malt. This brew has a hint of sweet orange fruit and light hop 
taste that leaves the palate with a tinge of summer. 

 � Yellow Jacket IPA Enjoy the tasty sting of fresh Centennial hops used 
from a local hop grower to brew the freshest Imperial IPA you’ll enjoy in 
Southern Minnesota!

 � Med City Seltzer Strawberry Lemonade This clear, crisp, gluten free and 
vegan friendly hard seltzer is a show stopper! Packed with so much flavor, it 
tastes dangerously good - but with low cal, low carb and low sugar! 

 � Med City Seltzer Margarita It’s always 5 o’clock somewhere with a Mar-
garita hard seltzer in your hand! This light refreshing take on a margarita is 
sure to have you feeling that 5pm hour anytime of the day!

 � Med City Seltzer Bloody Mary For the first time ever, hard seltzer has com-
bined with the famous Bloody Mary... the ULTIMATE spicy beverage for the 
early riser or late nighter! Crowd favorite by far!
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BOOTH 

 39  Lake Monster Brewing  
 550 Vandalia St #160 St. Paul MN 55114 — www.lakemonsterbrewing.com

 � Depth Charge Juicy IPA A true hop bomb, Depth Charge Juicy IPA builds 
on a base of pale and wheat malt with a huge charge of Cryo Citra, Bravo, 
Idaho 7 and Strata hops. A smooth body, clean finish and huge fruity notes 
of citrus zest and passion fruit make for one explosive brew.

 � Como Claw Pilsener Inspired by the classic lagers of Bohemia, our Pilsener 
has a crisp body balanced by a quick snap of refreshing bitterness. Brewed 
with a blend of Czech and American hops, this beer is full of flavor but 
still easy drinking.

 � Empty Rowboat IPA Brewed with a unique blend of classic and new 
American hops, our India Pale Ale has a firm bitterness, intense citrus-hop 
aroma, and enough flavor to knock you overboard. 

 � Blood Orange Citrus IPA This returning seasonal IPA is still balanced and 
fruit forward. It has a creamy body from the substantial use of oats in the 
grist combined with a pungent tropical hop aroma. But we thought, why 
stop there? A dose of Blood Orange fruit in the fermenter pushes the citrus 
notes over the top.

BOOTH 

 19  Lift Bridge Brewery 
 1900 Tower Drive W Stillwater, MN 55082 — LiftBridgeBrewery.com

 � Farm Girl Perfectly balanced and moderately sweet with light citrus notes 
and a distinct spiciness from choice Belgian yeasts. Farm Girl Saison 
was lovingly created for the wife of a co-founder, inspired by the farm 
she grew up on.

 � Juice-Z A monstrous blend of fruit-forward hops is balanced out with 
golden malt, wheat and oats. Forget the bitter aftertaste – this New Eng-
land Style IPA is smooth, citrusy ray of tropical sunshine in an other-
wise chaotic world.

 � Mango Blonde This beer is a limited release experience of summer coming. 
The aroma of a tropical breeze from a fresh mango grove leads into a light 
bodied blonde ale, finishing with a subtle mango sweetness that does not 
overpower the golden malt.

 � Getaway Pilsner A crisp and bright carefree sipper, perfectly balanced 
with smooth pale malt and mild herbal noble hops. Any day can be-
come your Getaway.

 � The Bomb Get your red, white and blue on with our new The Bomb Hard 
Seltzer – it’s the official Popsicle of Summer, IN A CAN! Enjoy the big explo-
sion of all-natural flavors, including blue raspberry, cherry and lime. With 
zero preservatives and only 120 calories per can, what’s not to love about 
this light and celebratory thirst quencher?
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BOOTH 

 45  Luce Line Brewing Co.  
 12901 16th Ave. N, Plymouth, MN 55441 — .www.lucelinebrewing.com

 � Foggy Bottom Hazy IPA Experience a true hop bomb without any of the 
bite. Juicy, citrusy, and clean-finishing, this well-balanced hazy IPA is as 
foggy as a crisp morning ride along the Minnesota River Trail.

 � Piedmont Pilsner Striking a delicate balance of mildly bitter Columbus hops 
and slightly spiced, floral Czech Saaz, this lightly hopped German-style 
pilsner is as crisp and refreshing as your annual trip to the North Shore.

BOOTH 

 40  Lupulin Brewing Company  
 570 Humboldt Drive Suite 107 — www.lupulinbrewing.com

 � Fashion Mullet American IPA 6.5% ABV

 � Tropical Fun Pants Fruit Beer 5% ABV

 � 8 Count American IPA 7.5% ABV

BOOTH 

 7  Modist Brewing Company  
 505 N 3rd Street Minneapolis MN 55401 — www.modistbrewing.com

 � Dreamyard New England IPA brewed entirely from oats & wheat malts, 
hopped w/ Citra & Sultana.

 � Invisible String Strawberry Rhubarb Pastry Lager

BOOTH 

 3  Oliphant Brewing   
 350 Main St, Somerset, WI, 54025  — www.oliphantbrewing.com

 � TBD

 � TBD 
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BOOTH 

 11  OMNI Brewing  
 9462 Deerwood Ln N Maple Grove, MN — www.omnibrewing.com

 � FAD New England IPA 

 � Melt Smoothie Sour

 � Lake Day Pale Ale

 � OMNI Lager Lager

BOOTH 

 35  Pryes Brewing Company  
 1401 W River Rd N — www.pryesbrewing.com

 � Mirculum Our Signature dry-hopped and citrus-forward IPA with a smooth, 
malty finish. The perfect balance of West Coast hops and East Coast malts.

 � Royal Raspberry Sour Our tart American fruited Berliner Weisse that com-
bines raspberry with hints of passion fruit, creating a crisp and approach-
able Kettle sour

 � Mass Haze-teria  Our Juicy, double dry hopped IPA comes straight out of 
the Midwest.  Cryo Mosaic, Amarillo and Centennial hops incite a massively 
hazy experience. 

 � Main Squeeze Our refreshing, golden, citrus ale is the ideal sidekick 
for a day in the sun. Packed with real lemon & lime, this “juice” is 
worth the squeeze.
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BOOTH 

 16  Samuel Adams 
 30 Germania St, Boston, MA 02130 — Samueladams.com

 � Wicked Hazy IPA 6.8% ABV, 35 IBUs. 
Super-juiced with haze for days. How about a rush of pineapple over here? 
How about a one-two punch of mango and peach over there? Wicked Hazy 
is a little bit extra - a blast of tropical fruit with a smooth, silky finish.

 � Wicked Easy Lager 4.7% ABV, 12 IBUs 
Picture this - you’re not doing a damn thing. This is the beer that pairs with 
that. Easy drinking and bursting with citrus fruit, Wicked Easy is a refresh-
ing kick all the way back. A crushable, sippable (is that a word? Is now) 
go-to when you need a light beer that’s big on flavor.

 � Summer Ale 5.3% ABV, 18 IBUs 
Light and refreshing, our American wheat ale has a citrus blend of orange, 
lime, and lemon peels and a subtle grains of paradise spice. Crisp and 
easy-drinking, Summer Ale brightens up any summer day.

 � Porch Rocker 4.5% ABV, 8 IBUs 
This tart, refreshing brew is our take on the Bavarian Radler, named for cy-
clists who inspired it. Traditionally a mixture of beer and lemonade, our ver-
sion combines a crisp golden Helles with a blend of real lemons to create a 
fresh-squeezed flavor, perfect for the long yet fleeting days of summer.”

BOOTH 

 14  Sociable Cider Werks  
 1500 Fillmore St NE — sociablecider.com

 � Freewheeler Freshly pressed Midwestern apples brewed with a touch of 
cane sorghum and Willamette hops to add mouth feel and structure. Dry, 
tart & effervescent.

 � Road Rash Freshly pressed apples brewed with a touch of cane sorghum 
then infused with ripe raspberries and zesty shredded lemons. Lemony, 
juicy & zesty. 

 � Tangerine Squoze Light and refreshing hard seltzer brewed with fresh tan-
gerine. Flavor resembles a mimosa. 

 � Lemonade Squoze Imagine the adult version of the fresh-squeezed lemon-
ade you know and love. That’s Lemonade Squoze. 



.

BOOTH 

 34  Surly Brewing  
 520 Malcolm Ave Se, Minneapolis, MN 55414 — www.Surlybrewing.com

 � Grapefruit Supreme Tart Wheat Ale with Grapefruit 

 � Key Lime Supreme Tart Wheat Ale with Lime Added

 � Mango Supreme Tart Wheat Ale with Mango

 � Black Cherry Supreme Tart Wheat Ale

 � Havoc Machine West Coast IPA with Chinook, Amarillo and Cascade

BOOTH 

 2  The Freehouse  
 701 N Washington Ave MPLS MN 55422 — www.freehousempls.com

 � No. 60 Cedar Wood Rice Lager This golden rice lager is made with Sorachi 
Ace hops created in Japan that are featured in many traditional japanese 
light lagers. These unique hops give off earthy, herbal, grassy, even dill-like 
flavors. To add even more depth to the beer we aged it on cedar spirals 
imparting some white pepper,spice,and sandalwood. Very crisp, refreshing 
and finishes clean. A unique and delicious beer.

 � No. 53 Honey Dunkel Dark amber, malt forward German lager; toasted 
nutty character with notes of caramel and chocolate; low floral hop aroma; 
finished with an amber honey infusion; crisp and clean

 � X.02 Hazy IPA Sweet, floral, citrus zest aromas with a thick, fluffy head. 
White gold in color with  ripe mango, papaya, pineapple, citrus, fla-
vors and a creamy, smooth mouthfeel. A very juicy and tropical New 
England-style IPA.

 � No. 13 Blueberry Blonde Brilliant blonde with a subtle blueberry infusion; 
a light bodied and sessionable ale; designed to be a patio crusher; a slight 
tartness and other fruity esters add to the bouquet; a smooth interesting 
take on the style

BOOTH 

 10  Thesis Beer Project   
 1929 2nd St. SW — www.thesis.beer

 � Painfully Mediocre Tropical Pastry Sour fermented with mango, guava 
and pineapple before conditioning on coconut, marshmallow and vanilla 
caviar. 4.20% ABV 

 � Second Opinion Pastry sour fermented with peaches before condition-
ing on 100 pounds of gummy peach rings, marshmallow and vanilla 
caviar. 5.0% ABV.



.

BOOTH 

 28  Tin Whiskers Brewing Co.  
 125 E. 9th St. Saint Paul, MN 55101 — twbrewing.com

 � TBD

 � TBD

 � TBD

 � TBD

BOOTH 

 32  Toppling Goliath   
 1600 Prosperity Rd, Decorah, IA 52101 — www.tgbrews.com

 � Camp Shandy Shore Lemon Sun on your skin, fresh air, and a crisp beer 
in hand. Camp ShandyShore is the perfect addition to all of your sum-
mer plans ABV:4.8%

 � Pompeii Beach Tropical vacation in a glass! A fusion of mango and pine-
apple are introduced to our already fruity Pompeii IPA resulting in the 
beer version of a fruit cocktail you’d expect to find at your favorite outdoor 
bar on the beach.

 � Pseudo Sue This single-hop pale ale showcases the Citra hop for a well-
balanced beer that is delicate in body with a mild bitterness in the finish. 
She roars with ferocious aromas of grapefruit, citrus, mango and evergreen. 
Pseudo Sue’s unique taste is clean and bright with just enough bite!



.

BOOTH 

 17  Truly Hard Seltzer   
 Boston, MA — Trulyhardseltzer.com

 � Lemonade Mix Pack Lemonade and Summer: A match made in refresh-
ment heaven. Truly Lemonade is the ideal warm weather drink, featuring 
a perfectly balanced blend of sweet lemonade and refreshing seltzer that’s 
big on flavor but low on calories. 
 
Original Lemonade 
Strawberry Lemonade 
Mango Lemonade 
Watermelon Lemonade 
 
5% ABV, 100 Calories, 1g Sugar

 � Iced Tea Mix Pack What’s better than a cold glass of iced tea? Turns out, 
iced tea mixed with hard seltzer. This new twist on an old fave is the perfect 
combination of refreshing and delicious, all in one drink. Introducing the 
new gold standard in seltzer. 
 
Lemon Tea 
Strawberry Tea 
Raspberry Tea 
Peach Tea 
 
5% ABV, 100 Calories, 1g Sugar

 � Punch Mix Pack From explosions of citrus to bursts of juicy berry, every-
thing about our new Truly Punch is big (except, of course, the calories). If 
you’re looking to add more flavor in your life, look no further – your search 
ends right here. 
 
Berry Punch 
Citrus Punch 
Tropical Punch 
Fruit Punch 
 
5% ABV, 100 Calories, 1g Sugar



.

BOOTH 

 12  Twisted Tea Brewing Company   
 Cincinnati, OH — Twistedtea.com 

 � Original Original. OG. King of Hard Teas (you said it, not us). This is 
the one that got us started. Made from real brewed tea and natural 
lemon flavor, Twisted Tea Original is refreshing, smooth, and of course, a 
little twisted.

 � Half and Half Half iced tea, half lemonade-- Half & Half combines both 
classic flavors for the ones who need a little something extra (and if it’s 
because you just can’t make up your mind, that’s okay too.)

 � Peach Peach fans, rejoice. Your question: what do I do when I want a hard 
iced tea with the refreshing flavor of my favorite fruit? Our answer: you 
already know. Reach for the peach.

 � Raspberry Have you ever thought to yourself “hard iced tea is great, but 
you know what I really want? Like…really want? Raspberry hard iced tea”? 
We have good news for you—we got one. Hard iced tea, splash of rasp-
berry, delight on the tastebuds…you know the drill.

BOOTH 

 30  Urban Growler Brewing Company   
 2325 Endicott Street, St. Paul, MN 55114 — urbangrowlerbrewing.com

 � Cowbell Cream Ale A “transitional beer” that may just lure the American 
light lager fans into the world of craft beer. Our cream ale is light gold in 
color and low in bitterness; the specialty malt and flaked maize add com-
plexity to this smooth thirst quencher. This is a “lawnmower beer” that will 
leave you wanting more – no worries, just yell “I need more CowBell!”

 � De-Lovely Porter It’s delightful, it’s delicious, it’s De-Lovely. Smooth and 
dark yet refreshing. You don’t have to wait until the snow falls to enjoy this 
dark beauty. Enjoy. 

 � Bubble Daze IPA Mind altering and taste expanding, Bubble Daze is a 
kaleidescope of hoppy fruitiness with a dazzling dry finish.

 � Vanilla Latte Blonde Ale A smooth Blonde Ale infused with vanilla and a 
special blend of light espresso roasts from St. Paul’s own TrueStone Coffee 
Roasters. Lactose adds a creamy subtle sweetness.*Contains Lactose

BOOTH 

 9  Utepils Brewing   
 225 Thomas Ave N #700, Minneapolis, MN — utepilsbrewing.com

 � Tall Tails IPA West Coast IPA

 � Helles a Munich Helles 

 � Pontoon Afternoon Raspberry Kölsch 

 � Ewald The Golden Bavarian Style Hefeweizen



.

BOOTH 

 43  Warpigs   
 Copenhagen Denmark — www.warpigsusa.com

 � Four Phantoms Ethereal American Blonde Ale rising triumphant from the 
daily trials of monotony. Intense citrus, tropical and stone fruit character 
from start to finish. 

 � Chaosmonger The arduous road to enlightenment is wrought with chaos. 
Let the sentinel Chaosmonger be your beacon to finding beer of character. 

BOOTH 

 20  Wild State Cider   
 2515 W Superior St, Duluth, MN 55806 — wildstatecider.com

 � Classic Dry Perfectly dry, champagne-like

 � Semi-Dry Crisp, floral

 � Raspberry Hibiscus Fresh berry, hibiscus tea, semi dry

 � Pear Juicy WA pears, refreshing, sweet



.

TASTING NOTES
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People’s Choice 
Award

[BREWERY NAME]

Please return ballot to collection near Main Entrance.

People’s Choice Award
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People’s Choice Award

Use this ballot to vote for your

FAVORITE BREWERY 

at St. Paul Summer Beer Fest.

 

Please return it to the 

collection station near 

the Main Entrance.

2315 18th Ave NE, Minneapolis, MN 55418 (612) 789-0678
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2315 18th Ave NE, Minneapolis, MN 55418 (612) 789-0678
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www.stpaulsummerbeerfest.com
FACEBOOK.COM/STPBEERFEST @STPBEERFEST@STPBEERFEST


